
Datasheet 

AXIS T94V01C 
Back-to-back camera installation made easy 

AXIS T94V01C Dual Camera Mount is a highly versatile accessory that allows back-to-back installation of two Axis 
cameras for panoramic coverage. It is compatible with a wide range of Axis network cameras, including dome cameras, 
box cameras, and bullet cameras. It can be easily mounted to diverse Axis mounting accessories with 1.5” NPS threaded 

interface, for mounting on walls, poles, and under ceilings. AXIS T94V01C is IK10 rated for impact resistance, which 

safeguards it against vandalism. Suitable for both indoor and outdoor use. Note: To ensure physical stability, do not 
use AXIS T94VO1C for single camera installations. 

> Save time when installing multiple Axis cameras 

> Drill fewer holes in walls 

> Compatible with a wide range of Axis cameras and Axis mounts 

> Robust design and impact resistant 

> Suitable for indoor and outdoor use 
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AXIS T94V01C
 

General Width: 36 mm (1 17/16 in) 
Supported 
products 

Maximum load 

Compatible with a wide range of Axis cameras. 
For specific models, see the Accessory selector on 
www.axis.com/products/accessory-selector 

10 kg (22 lb) 

Weight 

Included 
accessories 

Diameter: 200 mm (7 7/8 in) 

800 g (1.8 lb) 

Lock nut 
Cable ties 

Cable routing 

Casing 

Internal 

Mount: impact resistant aluminum 
Required 
accessories 

Axis mounts with 1.5 “ NPS thread 

Cover plates: UV resistant plastic 
Color: white NCS S 1002-B 

Optional 
accessories 

AXIS T91A06 Pipe Adapter 3/4-1.5" 

Environment Indoor 
Outdoor 

Warranty Axis 3-year warranty, see www.axis.com/warranty 

Sustainability PVC free Environmental responsibility: 
Approvals Safety 

IEC/EN/UL 62368-1 
www.axis.com/environmental-responsibility 

Dimensions Height: 250 mm (9 13/16 in) 
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